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DECIDE FOR
NEW FLEXIBILITY

Implantat-rock®

The new Implantat-rock® dental arch stone 
from picodent® provides you with maximum 
processing flexibility!
You determine the mixing ratio and the stone 
adapts most flexibly to the particular 
requirement.
Decide now for Implantat-rock®!
It will convince you!



ORDER NOW

Modern raw materials and the particularly fine pow-
der structure of Implantat-rock® provide you with 
optimal processing conditions. 

Decide the mixing ratio entirely as you wish! You 
have the option of variably dosing 19-20 ml of dis-
tilled water to 100 g powder and, depending on the 
requirement, additionally with +/- 1 ml!
This way, you obtain flowability or stability simply 
according to your ideas.

Test the new Implantat-rock® dental arch stone now 
and convince yourself of its fascinating flexibility!

All prices are given in euros (€) excl. VAT. Technical changes reserved. No liability for errors and printing errors. 

5 KG CLIMATE BAG

1 climate bag á 5 kg 
Implantat-rock® powder

Rev.: 2021-06-06

Technical data

Mixing ratio for 
100 g powder:
Processing time: 
Stirring time under vacuum: 
Demoulding after: 
Hardness after 24h: 
Compressive strength after 24h: 
Expansion after 2h:

19 –20 ml (+/– 1 ml)
approx. 7 min.
40 sec.
approx. 35 min.
approx. 300 MPa (N/mm²)
approx. 70 MPa (N/mm²)
< 0.08%
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PHONE
+49 2267 6580 0

INTERNET
www.picodent.de

Discover Implantat-rock® now, the new dental arch stone with fascinating flexibility. 

We look forward to you contacting us.

FAX
+49 2267 6580 30

20 KG CARTON

4 climate bags á 5 kg 
Implantat-rock® powder

gold-yellow gold-brown ivory grey

CHOICE OF COLOURS

New flexibility with Implantat-rock®

Suitable for all model systems

 Fast and high final hardness

 Super fine and creamy

 Fresh modern colours

 Low expansion

 Brilliant surface

FURTHER ADVANTAGES FOR YOU:


